
 

 

 

 

Don’t pretend that Christian activism doesn’t exist here
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THE saga playing out at Aware, Singapore’s women’s-rights group, is now cause célèbre. So far the

local media and observers have responded to the saga in three different ways. These responses

are interesting because they are a telling indication of the brand of civil society politics that different

quarters desire for Singapore.

a marketplace of ideas

The first response is a kind of interested ambivalence. Many see the Aware drama as part and

parcel of civil-society politics and that, in the marketplace of ideas, it should be allowed to unfold

naturally if we want to mature politically as a society.

The underlying rationale of this response is that if Aware is permanently subsumed by Christian

conservatives, then it only means that the liberals were quite properly taught a humbling lesson in

self-organisation. If the Christian conservatives are voted out it would be testimony to fighting for

one’s beliefs.

There is a flaw in this “marketplace of ideas” rationale.

In a marketplace of ideas, like-minded individuals come together to form a group to champion a

cause or belief alongside contradictory views for public appraisal. This is not happening with Aware.

Instead, the new leadership, vis-à-vis this takeover, has sought to straightjacket the antithetical

views within Aware in the hopes that theirs may be promoted unchallenged.

Ms Josie Lau has spoken of Aware “losing its focus”, becoming “too diversified” and in need of

“consolidation”. It does not take a stretch of the imagination to know that this means eschewing the

inclusiveness of Aware by dropping gay and lesbian causes (Aware received flak for screening

Spider Lilies, a lesbian film) and endorsing only conservatively defined pro-family programmes. This

is not the recipe for diversity and the healthy competition of ideas.

Bring in the super-nanny
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Another common response is that this bickering has gone on long enough, and that if the two parties

cannot resolve the problem, the state should step in.

This type of reasoning does local civil society no favours as it swings to the other end of the

spectrum from the first response.

Here, people prefer an artificial veneer of calm over civil society. They seem to be more at ease

with a quiet and sterile political landscape than a boisterous and vibrant one, and would probably

prefer that the authorities intervene.

Needless to say such an attitude is perfect for keeping Singaporeans politically infantile while

cementing the Government’s role as a cane-wielding father figure.

Playing the religious card

The last response is probably the most serious and politically retarding. There are some who feel it

is wrong to draw links between the exco’s Christian faith and lifestyle views, and the direction this

would take the NGO.

The rationale here is that identifying the new exco as “Christians” is akin to playing up the politics of

religion. Expressing this view is a senior writer in the The Straits Times who wrote, “Unfortunately,

the label that I have heard some people apply to the new crowd at Aware is not just a simple

‘conservative’ tag. It is ‘Christian conservative’ or ‘fundamentalist’ ... I think that what is worrying,

and dangerous, is that this camp has chosen to throw down and play the religious card”.

Such warnings push a lot of panic buttons in multicultural Singapore, which is why it must be

debunked.

The strong religious links here should not be ignored. It has been discovered that many of the new

exco members belong to the same church and one must at least consider the possibility that their

Christian faith may influence their direction for Aware.

After all, it is not the Buddhist, Taoist, Hindu and Muslim “conservatives” who are agitating for a new

Aware. This is in no way an attempt to paint the entire Christian community in Singapore with a

broad brush but an empirical observation of the acts of certain segments within this community.

There are signs that some within the broadly-tolerant local Christian community have become more

pro-active in making their views heard on public policies.

In 2004, religious conservatives campaigned vigorously to resist Government plans to built the two

integrated resorts, with the Christian conservatives the most vocal. In 2007, the parliamentary

debate over Penal Code 377A, a law that criminalises homosexual sex, served as a public platform

for the community’s vivid expression of its anti-gay sentiments.

Beyond self-mobilisation, a minority of Christians have had a history of inappropriate proselytising in

multicultural Singapore.

The 1990 Maintenance of Religious Harmony Act, for example, which guards against insensitive
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proselytising and pulpit politics, was passed in part due to the alarming incidents of Christian

students attempting to convert students of other faiths on university campus in the late 1980s.

More recently, a Christian husband and wife were hauled to court for mailing over 20,000 “seditious

and objectionable publications” against the Islamic faith, as well as over 20 tracts to their Muslim

colleagues. When asked if the purpose of her act was to convert Muslims, the woman replied, “I am

sowing the gospel seed, but it is God that converts”.

Given these trends, warning against “playing the religious card” is but a disingenuous attempt to

pretend that such Christian activism does not exist in multi-religious Singapore.

This is unhelpful.

Instead, it would be more constructive to urge the more moderate and liberal Christians to speak

out. The local Christian community is not homogenous but one that contains a gradient of values,

and it’s time for those who are more inclusive and tolerant of differing life choices to stand up and

be counted. WEEKENDVTRA

This article first appeared on www.opinionasia.org
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